Basic Conditions of Islam
Some basic information about the religion of Islam
Muslims make up a quarter of the world's population. Islam is now on five continents
It is spread. The Religion of Islam has made great contributions to the World Civilization. A variety of
Islam In order to get acquainted with its aspects, it is necessary to apply to authentic works that
introduce this religion in various aspects. This very brief information about the beliefs of worship and
morality of the Religion of Islam, which is intended in the small brochure. to give a preliminary idea.

Islam: “Islam” is an Arabic word. Its root is based on the word “silm (selm)” which means “peace”.
Obedience in the dictionary means submission. From the heart without any coercion and sincerely to
obey Allah, surrender to Him, to submit unconditionally to his orders and prohibitions means. Islam is
the last Prophet of Almighty Allah. He also declared to Muhammad through revelation
Accepting all of the things that it brings to people, living them, accepting them with their words and
deeds to show that he is doing, to obey Allah and His Messenger.

Muslim: It is the person who obeys the rules of the Islamic Religion and realizes the rules of Islam.

Faith: Confirming the meaning of the dictionary, certifying something without hesitation and firmly
which means belief, to Allah as an Islamic idiom and Hz. News by Muhammad is to believe without
hesitation that the things that are absolutely certain are true.
Principles of Faith: Our Prophet Muhammad; who asked what faith means:
Faith is that there is no god other than Allah, that Muhammad is the slave and messenger of Allah,
To the angels of Allah, the Book,
The Prophet,
To the day of the Hereafter,
It is believing in fate (No and ser everything is by Allah's appreciation and creation) ” yielded. This
word of our Prophet shows the basics of faith in Islam. Now to them
Let's briefly mention.

1. Believing in God: God's existence, unity, eternal and eternal, that is, a beginning of his
existence. that it is not and will not end in eternity, that there is no inspiration, like, partner, son,
daughter; that existence is self and does not need anything else for its existence, other than what we
think and all of our dreams. that; you know everything, see everything, hear everything, hear, power
everything that it is enough, He is the creator of everything .. In short, he is far from all kinds of
deficiencies and all kinds of accepting that it has the feature of completeness and believing it

wholeheartedly, without hesitation; It is obligatory for every wise person who has reached
adolescence.

2. Faith in Angels: What Allah has created is not just what we see with our eyes.
There are also spiritual and nuranic beings that we cannot see and cannot know their truth. in Angels
They are frequent. prophets and divine books inform the existence of angels. For this reason,
Denying is like denying the Prophets.
The creation of angels is not like that of people. They have features such as eating, drinking,
masculinity and femininity.
They do not. They do not sin, they do the duties that Allah has given them. Their numbers other than
Allah nobody knows.

3. Believing in Books: God will show people the right way, making them happy in the world
and in the hereafter. to inform principles, to clarify some issues that are impossible to find answers
with their minds
Prophets sent. Some of these prophets lead to be communicated to people. demonstrative books
have been downloaded. The sending of the Book of Allah began in the form of pages. the
companions, the first man and the first prophet Hz. He was sent to Adam. The numbers are still very
limited, their lives and relationships have not become complex yet.
These pages were sufficient to be seen.
Civilization with the principles brought by the Prophets and the activities of the human mind in the
Light of these principles
As Allah progresses, as people's life and relationships become more complex, Allah is more
comprehensive.
He sent pages and books. Divine books reached the summit with the last book Quran and the Quran
Kerim was taken under divine protection. There will no longer be a divine book and the Holy Quran
It will be the guide of humanity until the apocalypse. Torah Hz. To Moses, Psalm Hz. To David, the
Bible is Hz. Jesus they are big books downloaded.
The Muslim believes in all the books that have been downloaded to the Prophets by Allah. But from
these books,
The only divine book that has survived to the present day without changing any letter, as Allah has
downloaded, only
It is the Quran. Others are either completely lost or replaced by humans; thus they have lost their
original shape. Therefore, other than the Quran, there are other which of the words in the divine
books belong to God, and which of them are by people

it is not possible to discern that it has been included in these books.
After the Quran was downloaded, there was no need for divine books. Now their verdict ends
It is sooner. Because, as we have stated above, the Holy Quran contains the believing in the unity of
the Prophets, books, angels, and the Last Day; your life, your property, your generation, your mind
and He revised the basic principles of true religion, such as the preservation of religion, in the most
perfect way,
Confirmed the facts in the previous books, the truth of the distorted issues
It has announced.

4. Faith in the Prophets: Allah Almighty, highly competent people,
He reported his religion through. These people are called “prophets” that they are a messenger
between Allah and His servants. means.
Prophecy is a duty given by God to whatever He desires from people. It is not obtained by working.
First Prophet Hz. Adam was the last Prophet. It is Muhammad (pbuh). Between these two many the
prophet came and went. Nobody knows their number except Allah. The name of some of them
It is mentioned in the Quran. Prophets who spoke in their own language were sent to every nation.
Prophets are also human beings. In this regard, such as eating, drinking, sleeping, resting, getting
married, getting sick There is no difference between them and other people in human matters. These
are a deficiency for the prophets It is not. However, the common qualities that must be present in all
are the following. Sıdk (accuracy), they are obliged to be entrusted (trustworthy), forgiveness (to be
very intelligent and smart), to notify telling people about the terms). To tell people about the
prophethood he gave them miracles. The last prophet Hz. Many such miracles to Muhammad (pbuh)
It is given. But his greatest and constant miracle is undoubtedly the Quran.

5. Faith in the Last Day: No one but God is ancient and eternal. All of them was created
later on. The things that were created later have an end. Because Nothing but God is eternal and
eternal. The end of the world is coming upside down All creatures will be resurrected upon Allah's
order after the Resurrection of the Resurrection.
This is called resurrection after death. People will be questioned about what they do in the world,
right and right will be distinguished, whoever has right, will be taken, everybody is doing good in the
world and will surely see the value of evil. Believing in all this is also a belief.

6. Believing in Fate: (No and Shar; believing that everything is at the discretion and creation
of God). Destiny,
Allah is knowing and appreciating everything from eternal to eternity in the finest details.
He gave his servants a will to freely choose either evil or evil. Human good or evil own

Selects. Allah creates what He chooses. However, Allah is not willing for the servant to choose evil.
This Therefore, the servants will respond according to their own choices. Want, no, and evil is
everything This is the meaning of its occurrence with its creation. Believing this is one of the
principles of faith.

Prayer: Prayer is the daily worship of muslim. After believing, the Muslim comes in the press of
the assumed ones. Prayer removes human evil, spiritually it matures, develops its spiritual angels,
purifies from sins and reaches spiritual peace. assures. Prayer, which is one of the most important
means of getting closer to God spiritually,
It saves. The prayer, which is performed five times a day individually or with a congregation, always
It recalls. The Muslim rises at dawn and remembers Allah first by performing the morning prayer.
he starts the day, turns towards Him again at midday prayer, shows that he did not forget his creator
with his afternoon prayer at a time he was tired, he finishes his day by renewing his covenant and
finally stand before God before falling asleep
He does not forget to ask for His help. With the Friday prayer performed with the congregation on
Fridays, two Eid prayers performed on religious holidays for the first time, to the Muslims, to the
presence of Allah together gives the possibility to stop. Thus, the Muslim, on the one hand, while
doing his work in the world, on the other
It never cuts off its contact with its creator, it does not move away from it, and the world provides
the hereafter balance.

Ablution: To perform prayer, ablution is essential. Ablution, washing hands with elbows on the
face, meshing the head with wet hands, washing the feet together with the heels. Actually a spiritual
cleansing ablution also has great benefits in terms of financial cleaning.

Gusül: Gusül, from top to toe, with no dry place, including the inside of the mouth and nose.
is to wash the side. Menstrual and postpartum of those who have had sexual intercourse have ended
ladies need to do roses. In addition, washing every Muslim at least once a week is a religious issue.
is recommended. The religion of Islam gave great importance to cleanliness. Our Prophet:
"Cleanliness is half of faith."
He has commanded.
It is one of the religious duties of the Muslim to be clean with everything. Your body, your dress,
sitting and the places he worships, the things he eats and drinks must be clean.

Fasting: Eating and drinking until the sun goes down after the dawn starts to bleach.

the religious moral, social and sanitary benefits of fasting held by avoiding sexual intercourse has.
Fasting, patience, confusion, hunger and thirst dominance the angel wins. It understands better what
poverty and poverty mean. As a result,
He gains supreme feelings of compassion, compassion, helping others and benefiting people.
He knows the fate of the blessings in his hand and learns to avoid wasting.
Fasting, which helps people to rise spiritually, strengthens one's will, love others, love,
It ensures the development of feelings of compassion and help.
The fasting that every healthy muslim who has come to the age of wisdom and adult must keep for a
month It is held in Ramadan from the lunar months.

Zakat: Zakat is a certain wealth of intellectual Muslims who come to the age of adulthood. The
amount of which is generally 2.5%, in other words, forty-one to the poor Muslims from year to year.
It is not.
Zakat means cleaning and increasing in dictionary. Because of being cleared of sins and property it is
a means of fertility.
Islam is obliged to give zakat to everyone who is rich by not letting the poor help the person at will.
It has made. Because zakat is the right of the poor in the property that Allah bestowed on the rich.
Zakat is the purpose of giving the consent of Allah, in the understanding of the person, from the
property to being a tool. preventing them from developing, developing nice feelings such as thinking
of others, compassion and kindness in man, and it is a worship that provides social peace.

Hajj: One of the essentials of Islam, Hajj is the Kaaba and some of its sacred places around Hajj.
It is to fulfill what needs to be done here by visiting the method. All who can afford
It is obligatory to make a pilgrimage to the Muslim once in his lifetime.
Cross; Every year, their languages, colors, countries, cultures are different, but their goals and
objectives are the same.
Muslims to worship all together and turn to Allah, meet each other and It allows them to blend and
discuss their problems and reflect on common remedies.
Muslims, who were stripped of their daily clothes during the pilgrimage worship and entered into
ihram, it actually lives not to boast, to forget about equality between people, death and resurrection
after death and learn.
Prohibitions imposed for ihramlı, do not harm anyone, even pests, compassion and
compassion brings an angel of patience to difficulties. In this way, those who practice the pilgrimage
of Hajj,

To be beneficial to the people around them as they have performed their duty of servitude, not to
harm at least wins the habit.

